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“Italy’s BPC market is going through a period of change.
The independents and regional chains are losing market
share, whilst the leading specialists are capturing more
spending as they continue to expand their geographical
coverage.”
– Samantha Dover, Senior Retail Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

How can retailers better utilise the online channel?
How can retailers offset intense price competition?

As economic growth appears to have once again slowed, the Italian retail market has remained
challenging. In 2018, Mintel estimates that consumer spending on beauty and personal care (BPC)
products rose just 1.8%. Meanwhile, retail sales through Health & Beauty (H&B) specialists are
estimated to have fallen 1.3%. However, the leading players have been resistant to this trend, with
many seeing robust growth.
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The trends that are set to shape the market going forward are the continued price-sensitivity amongst
consumers, the rising influence of online content on buying behaviour and the growing demand more
sustainable BPC products.
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Acqua & Sapone
What we think
Online site highlights in-store promotions but is missing out on online sales
Active social media platforms
Company background
Company performance
Figure 37: Acqua & Sapone: group sales performance, 2013-17
Figure 38: Acqua & Sapone: outlet data, 2013-17
Retail offering

AS Watson
What we think
Diverse collection of businesses
Recent focus on service and online
Marionnaud a poor fit for AS Watson structure
Where next?
Company background
Company performance
Figure 39: AS Watson (Europe): group financial performance, 2013-17
Figure 40: AS Watson (Europe): outlet data, 2013-17
Retail offering
Rossmann
Kruidvat and Superdrug
Savers and Prijsmepper
Other businesses
Figure 41: AS Watson Europe, operating companies, 2017

Douglas Group
What we think
New CEO’s bold new strategy to rejuvenate and reposition the brand more upmarket
Modernising bricks-and-mortar stores
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Website enhancements help grow online sales
Innovative and exclusive product mix
High value of Beauty Card members
Company background
Company performance
Figure 42: Douglas Group: group sales performance, 2013/14-2017/18
Figure 43: Douglas Group: estimated outlet data, 2013/14-2017/18
Retail offering

Kiko Milano
What we think
Hits the buffers in key markets including US, UK and Germany
Injection of capital will allow it to retarget its expansion
Online offers wide international coverage but some stores will be necessary
Company background
Company performance
Figure 44: Kiko Milano: group financial performance, 2013-17
Figure 45: Kiko Milano: outlet data, 2013-17
Retail offering

Lush Retail Ltd
What we think
Lush responds to consumer demand with its ‘Community Products’
Lush goes packaging-free
Lush enables customers to make their own bath bombs
Wales’ first Lush Spa Shop opens in Cardiff
Company background
Company performance
Figure 46: Lush Retail Ltd: group financial performance, 2013/14-2017/18
Figure 47: Lush Retail Ltd: outlet data, 2013/14-2017/18
Retail offering

Sephora
What we think
Continuous product launches help drive success
Pursuing new expansion in Germany and Russia
Use of technology and service drives store appeal
Company background
Company performance
Figure 48: Sephora: group financial performance, 2013-17
Figure 49: Sephora: outlet data, 2013-17
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Retail offering

Yves Rocher
What we think
Focused on creating a more immersive in-store experience
Creative pop-up store and bespoke off-site experiences
Acquisition to boost market penetration outside the euro area
Alternative packaging breakthrough to reduce ecological footprint
Company background
Company performance
Figure 50: Rocher Groupe: estimated group sales performance, 2014-18
Figure 51: Rocher Groupe: estimated outlet data, 2014-18
Retail offering
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